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0. Introduction 
The cahomologicol dimension of a small category C is deficed as 
cdC=sup{k I limk+O), 
where limk denotes the kth right derived functor of the limit functor 
lim : Abe” -+ Ab . 
Likewise the hamobgical dimension of C is defined as 
hd C = sup@ 1 coliq # Cl), 
where c&mk is the k th left derived functor of the coiimit functor 8 
culim : Abe+ Ab . 
It is not difficult to see (and it will fail out below) that cdCat hd Calways. In [4), 
Dana Latch showed, using a spectral sequence, that if C has at most Hn morphisms, 
then 
(04 cdC- hdC<n + 1, 
provided C is assumed finite from below (that is, every object of C is the codomain 
of only a finite number of morphisms). The finiteness condition is, of course9 rather 
restrictive. For example, agroup C which is finite from below is simply a finite 
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group, in which case either C is trivial or hd C is infinite. Hence the theorem says 
nothing in this case. 
In this paper we give a proof of the theorem which does not use the finiteness 
condition. This will be another application of the “several object” version of ring 
theory f6). One knows that cd C is the same as the projective dimension of the 
constant functor AZ over cxls, whereas hd C is the flat dimension of this functor 
(which can be regarded as a “module” over the ringaid 2X”). Qne then invokes a 
theorem due to C.U. Jensen and I?. Osofsky which says that the projective di- 
mension of an k&-presented flat module is at most n + I. 
In Section 1, we give a proof of the Osofsky theorem which was suggested by 
D. Lazard. In Section 2, we prove the inequality (O.t), actually in the more general 
case of R-module valued lim and colim. In Section 3, we generalize (0. i ) to the 
case of d-valued lim, where PQ is an abelian category with exact products. 
1. ProjecQive dimension of flat modules 
Let us recall briefly how one generalizes homological ring theory to tingoids. For 
more details, one can consult the eirly sections of [ 61. 
A ring& is a small preadditive category e. A left hwdule is a covariant addi- 
tive fdnctor M : C? -* Ah The abelian group of natural transformations between two 
modules M and N is denoted by Horn, (Me IV). The category of Seft @moduies is 
denoted by Mod Q. Mod Pp is the category of @rt e -sttuBules. 
Let M be a left C-module, E a right e-module, and or E C(C,?). If x EM(C), 
we denote M(a)(x) by ox, and if y e E(D), we denote E(a)(y) by ya. We define 
where X is the subgroup of the coproduct generated by elements of the form 
yac+x - pm.~x~ Then ++ is an abefian group-valued additive bifunctor, and it is not 
difficult to write down an isomorphism 
HomZ(E aP M, A 1) = Horn eW(E, HomziM, 4) 3 
whkh Is natural in E, M and the abelian groq? A. Here HomZ(M, A) stands for the 
right &iodule whose value at C is HomZ(&f(C), A ). it is also easy to establish an 
isomorphism 
which is natural in M and C. This is anaiogous to the Yoneda isomorphism 
and in a more general context is actually the dual of it (see Section 3). 
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If M is a left C-module, it is convenient o assume that the values M(C) are 
mutually disjoint, and to refer to any element of such a value simply as an element 
of IM. If x is an element of IW, then the object C such that x EM(C) is denoted by 
1x1. Given a family {Xi) of elements of N, the Yoneda isomorphism gives rise to 
an obvious morphism 
if E is an epimorphism, then {Xi) is called a family of generators for M. it is equi- 
valent hat each element x of M be expressible in the form 
where Qi E c3()xJ, IX)) and QI = 0 for all but finitely many i. Similarly, we say that 
{xi) is indepen&rzt if E is a monomorphism, and is a basis if it is an isomorphism. 
iW is free if it has a basis. M is &-generated if it has a family of generatars of car- 
dinal number < H,. JV is H,-presented if it is the cokernel of a map between 
N,-generated free modules. It is &related if it is the cokernel of a map between free 
modules, where the dlsmain is PC,-generated. Clearly any &related module is the 
coproduct of an &-presented module and a free module. it is convenient o allow 
the index n to be - 1 in these definitions, and to interpret H, 1 as “finite”. If 
is an exact sequence of modules with N IS,-presented and M NH-generated, then an 
easy application of Schanuel’s lemma shows that L is H -generated. 
1 If M and N are left Gmodules, then one defines Ext,(M, Iv) in the usual way 
using either a projective resolution for M or an injective resolution for N. The 
projective dimension of M is defined as always by 
pdM = sup{k 1 Extk,(M, ) # 0) , 
or, equivalently, as the length of the shortest projective resolution for M. The fola 
lowing well-known theorem on the projective dimension of a direct limit can be 
proved imitating Osofsky’s proof [9] for modules over a ring. 
Timrem I. 1 (Osofsky). Let M = c01im~,~ Mi, where I is a ciirxted set of cardinal 
number I$,. Then 
pdM<n+l+sup{pdMiIiEI). 
A right module E isflat if E Be is exact. The proof of Lazard (51 can be imi- 
tated to prove the following theorem. An alternative proof, which is actually 
written down in the ringoid case, can be found in Oberst and Rohrl [ 
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theorem 1.2 (Lazard-Govorov). A module ,‘s flat ij’and only ifit is a direct limit 
oj* finitely generated free modules. 
bmmrr 1.3. Let E be au Qpresented module, and suppose that for sume small 
category I we have E = COlimi, llt FiB where each Fip i E 111. is an &-generated 
module (n > 0). Then there exists a subcategory J C I with at most NR morphisms 
such that E = colim jE i Jl Fi. Moreover, if I is a directed set, then s clfn be taken to 
be a (full) directed subset. 
Roof. We have an epimorphism 
n:~E~I,Fi+E~ . . 
whose kernel is generated by elements of the form x - F,(n: j, where say x E Fi, 
X E /(i, i), and hence F,(x) E Fi. Since E is &-generated, there is a subcategory 
Js C I of cardinality no greater than H, such that 
is an epimorphism. Inductively, we define a nest of subcategories Jo C J1 C J2 C . . . . 
each of cardinality at most I$, , as follows. Assuming Jk has been defined with the 
right cardinahty, we consider the epimorphism 
Since E is &presented and the coproduct is H,generated. kern& is &generated. 
Each generator of kern&, considered as an element of ker3, can be expressed as a 
finite sum of terms x - F,(X), and we take Jk+, to be the subcategory of I gem 
erated by Jk and ai1 x’s involved. Letting .I = Uk2ko .Jk, our construction assures 
that E = colimi, l~l Fj 1 
Jn the case where 1 is a directed set, one needs only replace Jk at each step in 
the construction by a (full) directed subset containing Jk whose cardinality does 
not exceed H,. cl 
Aclurowiedgement. The case of Lemma 1.3 needed for Theorem I .4 below was 
communicated tous by D. Lazard. The lemma, in the case of pusets, was implicit 
in a remark by Osofsky in f9, p. 541 and appears in [HI]. 
The following theorem, in the case n = 0, is due to Jensen 13). It was subse- 
quently extended by Osofsky (91 to ail other n E w, using an inductive argument. 
Theorem 1.4 (Osofsky 191). Let E be an &-related flat module (n )r - 1 j Then 
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Proof. Since an H,-related module is the coproduct of an &-presented module and 
a free module, we may assume that E is &presented. The case n = - 1 is just the 
well-known fact that a finitely presented flat module is projective (see, for example. 
[5, Section 11). Thus we may assume n3 0. By Theorem 1.2, E is a direct limit of 
finiteiy generated free modules, and by Lemma I .3 we may assume that .the cardinat 
number of the mdex set is no greater than H,. The result then follows from Theorem 
1.1. cl 
One defines Tor “(E, M) in the usual-way, using a projective resolution for either 
E or M. The weak (or ftal) dimension of E is then given by 
wdE= sup{! 1 Tori(E, ) # 0)) 
or equivalently, as the length of the shortest flat resolution for E. 
CoroUary 1 S. Let E be u tmxiule with a pmjectiue temlu tiopr consisting ett kely of 
N, -ge~emted jke modules. Then 
pdE-- wdEGn+ 1. 
Roof. Let X 3 E be a resolution of &-generated free modules, and for k > 0, let 
N” be the kernel of Xk_. l -+ Xk _._ 2, or, equivalently-, the cokernet of Xk +I + Xk . 
Then Nk is SC,-presented, and if WI = wd E, then Nm is flat. Hence by Theorem I .4, 
pdnt, Q II + I, and since pd E = ~tl+ pdNm , this proves the rezrlt. 0 
2. The morin theonm 
If C is a small category and R is a ring (with l), then RC denotes the ringoid with 
the same objects as C, where 
RC(C,D)= @ Rcr. 
atrC(C, DI 
Composition is defined by (/a’) (rar) = (r’r) (a’a) and so as to be distributive.We 
have an isomorphism of categories 
Mod RC= (Mod R)c. 
Lemma 2. I. Let C be (I category with at most H, morphism, and let R be a ring, 
If M f Mod RCis such that M(C) is an b&-generated projective R-module for all 
0% ICI, then 
pdM-- wdMGn+l. 
Proof, Letting I be a set of cardinality H, 9 we can form an exact sequence of 
K-modules , 
using the faci that t!x M(C) are %,-generated as R-modules. The middle term is an 
Q-generated free RGmodule since card[Ci is at most H,, Evaluating the sequence 
at an object D E iC(, the middle term becomes an &generated free R-module using 
the fact that D is the codomain of’ at most H, morphisms. Since M(D) is projective, 
the sequence splits, showing that N(D) is also an &generated projective Rotnodule. 
Hence we can iterate the process to buiJd a free resolution for M consisting entirely 
of H,-generated modules. The result now follows from Corollary l S. Cl 
Let AR denote the constant functor at the right module R Over COP - lf 
M: C + Mod 2, then it is easy to establish anatural isomorphism 
colimM= AR@RcM, 
using the definition of the tensor product. Hence the left derived functors of 
colim : (Mod R)=-+ Mod R 
arc given by 
cl>lim#f = To<=(AR, M) , 
and if hdRCdenotes the degree of the highest nonvanishing left derived functor, then 
we have 
hd,C= wdAR. 
Likewise, ifM: Cop + Mad Rw, then we have a naturai somorphism 
JimM = Horn {RC)aP (OR* M) l 
Lnonsequently, tile right derived functcrs of 
lim: ('ModRQPFaP+Mod Rq 
are given by 
and if cd& denotes the degree of the highest nonvanishing right derived functor, t&‘en 
cd&‘= pd AR. 
Jt is not difficult to show that cd&G cd& in the presence of a ring homomorphism 
s + R. Jn particular cdRC< cdC for all rings R. Similarly fos homologicaf dimemion. 
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Taking M to be AR in Lemma 2.1, we now obtain: 
cd@ -- hdRC<n t 1 
Remark 2.3. In [“I] it is shown that if Cis a directed set such that the smallest 
cardinrrlity of a cqftnal subset is & then cd&‘= ~1 f 1 for all nonzero rings I?. 
Since hd&= 0 in this case, we see that the upper bound of Theorem 2.2 is the beat 
possible. 
Remark 2.4. The ring R could be repiaced by a general ringoid in the theorem. 
If C is a finite category. then from Theorem 2.2 we have cd&‘= hd&. In parti- 
cular if hd&‘= 0, then cdRC= Ot Actually the last statement is true if C is assumed 
only to be finitely generated. We recall that a set ofgenerators for a small category 
C is a set C of motphisms uch that every nonidentity morphism of C is a composi- 
tion of members of C. In this case Cis a quotient of the free category generated by 
Z with Inspect o some congruence relation. If the congruence relation is generated 
by a finite number of ordered pairs of morphisms of the free category. then C is 
furitely reicpted. (See [a, Section 201 for more details.) 
hpasitio~~ 2.5. If Cisfinifelr generated und hd& = 0, then cdRC= 0. If’Cis 
finite& rekkmd and hdRC Q i, thtm C+ C < 1, 
Roof. lf I3 is a set of generators and P a set of relations for C, then we have an exact 
sequence in vod(RCrp 
@ RC( ,doma)-+ @ RC( :domo)-* a RC( ,C)LAR-0. 
(8, bEP OE’Z; t--, x3 
This is a special case of an exact sequence written down in 16, Section 28). Thus 
we r&e that when C is finitely generated as a category, AR is finitely related as a 
module, and when C is finitely related, krre is finitely related. Hence both state- 
ments follow from the fact that a finitely related flat module A projective. 0
Question 1. The hamological dimension of a group is the sup of the homologicai 
dimensions of its finitely generated subgroups. From Proposition 2.5 it follows 
that if C is a group and hdC = 0, then C is trivial. It aiso follows that if C is a locally 
free group (that is, all fmitely generated subgroups are free), then hdC G 1. IS the 
converse true? By Stalling’s theorem [ 111, it is equivaient o ask if finitely generated 
groups of homdogical dimension 1 have cohomological dimension I. By Proposition 
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2.5 we see that this is true if “finitely generated” isreplaced by “finitely reiated”. 
In any case, since a finitely generated group is countable, we see that a finitely 
generated group of homoiogical dSmension 1 can have cohomological dimension o 
greater than 2. 
QSMJ~&W Z. The additive group of rational numbers is an example of a group of 
homological dimension 1 whose cohomological dimension is 2. However, there ap- 
pears to be no known example of a group of homoioyical dime&on 1 whose 
cohomological dimension is at least 3. If the answer to Question 1 is yes, then this 
is the same as a question raised by Gruenberg [ 21. 
3. Symbolic Tor and Ext 
ff & is a pteadditive category and (? is a ringoid, then ~4’~ denotes the category 
of additive, covariant functors F’: e-M . Thus Abe is the same as Mod @. If ol is 
additive and cocomplete, then the ~MJu/~c #C~SCI~ functor is an additive hifunctor 
relative to which there is an isomorphism 
(3.1) SVECS~ F, A) - Worn POP (E, ~4 (I;: A)) 
which is natural in the right @module E, the left e-object F, and the object A E Ml. 
The existence of such a natural isomorphism characterizes @(> up to natural iso- 
morphism, and shows that q, is cslimit pre=rving in each variable. Moreover, re- 
placing E by a representable @ ( , C) in (3.1) and using the Yoneda Lemma, we ob- 
tain an Esomorphlsm 
(3.2) C( . C) q--F- F(C), 
which is natural in F and C. For the existence of c+, , the reader can consult [6, 
§ection 61. 
Now suy!pose that ~4 is cocomplecle abelian, and let X + .F be a projective resolu- 
tion for the right @-module E We defme 
‘MS Tor”( , F) is the sequence of left derived functors aPe F, and for each k, 
Tori is an additive bifunc:or. We observe that if sl has exact direct limits (ABS) 
and P is a flat module, then To@, F) == 0 for all k > 0 by [B, Cordtary 10.Sb]. 
it follows that in this case in order to compute Tor’(E, F) it suffices to use a flat 
resolution for E 
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If OQ has exact coproducts (AB4), then PGQ is an exact functor for projective 
R This follows from the natural isomorphism (3.2) for P representable, hence from 
AI34 and the fact that ae is coproduct preserving for P free, hence for general pro- 
jective P since any projective module is a retract of a free module. It follows in this 
case that Tor’(E, ) has the structure of an exact a-functor (connected sequence 
of functors) for f?rxed E, and as such, one can ask if it is the sequence of left satel- 
lites (left derived functors when SQ has enough projectives) of E @e . We shall show 
that this is the case under certain assumptions on J? and E (which of course are not 
necessary when Se = Ab). We defiiiie E PO be Z-free if E(C) is a free abelian group 
for ali C E 1 C? f . Likewise we say that C is Z-flee if P (C, D) is a free abelian group for 
allCDEl~/. 
Lemma 3.1. i’f C is Z-free and P is a pm/ectiwe &nudule, then P is Z-free. 
Roof. This is certainly true when P is representable, hence when P is free, hence 
when P is a retract of a free: module, or in other words, projective. Cl 
Roptitin 3.2. If OQ is AIM and C? and E um Z-free, then Tore (E, ) is the left 
satellite sequence of Es, . 
Proof. Let X be a projective resolution of E. If A E D9Q I and C E ICI, then using 
associativity of the symbolic tensor product (6, Section 61, we obtain 
By Lemma 3.1, X(C) is a projecthe resolution of the free abelian group E(C), 
hence has a contracting homotopy. It follows that 
Tor~(E,C(C’, ) azA)=O foriFc>O. 
Using the fact that Tori (E, ) commutes with coproducts (by AIM), we see that 
ifI;‘E lpIc 1, then 
Torg (E* @ e(C, ) QP~‘F(C’)~ = 0 for Te >O E 
CEICI 
But the e’&ration functors I’,$ OQ ‘+ OQ are collectively faithful, and have the 
functors C(C, )cs)z as their adjoints 16, Section 61. !t follows easily (see, for 
example, I[I]) that the morphism 
@ @(C jCZflCJ-*F 
CHel 
induced by the adjunction morphisms is an epimorphism. Thus we have proved that 
Tar” (E9 ) is coeffaceable, which is what is required. 0 
If C is a small category and 04 is preadditive, then we have an isomorphism of 
categories 
where the left-hand side is the category of all functors C +d , whereas the right-hand 
side is the category of addi?be functors ZC+d . ff IPQ is additive and cocomplete, 
then the colimit functor 
is given as before by 
(3.3) colimF=AZeZCF. 
To see this, one observes fust that the colimit in Sets of a representable functor 
C(D, ) is a point. Hence the colimit of C( , ), considered as a functor C + SetsCOP 
is the constant functor at a point over CT Additivizing, and using the fact that ad- 
ditivizatian preserves colimits (being a left adjoint), we obtain 
colimZC( , )= AZ. 
‘ken using the natural isomorphism (3.2) and the fact that GG ZCF preserves co- 
limits, W obtain (3.3). 
it follows from (3.3) and Proposition 3.2 that when d is A&Q, the kth left satel- 
lite of cokn is given by 
(3.4) colimk F = To#c(AZ, F) . 
Let us define 
hd, C = sup(k 1 c&m& 7c 0). 
Roof. The first inequality follows directly from the isomorphism (3.4) using the fact 
that in this case Torzc(AZ, F) can be computed using a flat resolution for AZ. The 
second inequality follows also from (3.4) and the fact that by Theorem 2.2 we have 
n+l+wdAZ.U 
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Dually. if SQ is an abelian category w&b exact products (AB4*), then the kth 
i-i&t satellite of 
is given by 
k limkF = ExtZCOY (AZ, F) . 
Defining 
cd, C = sup{k 1 Ii& # O), 
we have: 
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